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Please note that this report has been provided for information purposes only. The content of this document is not intended as a 
substitute for specific professional advice on investments, financial planning or any other matter. 

While the information provided in this document is stated accurately to the best of our knowledge and belief, New Zealand Funds 
Management Limited (NZ Funds), its directors, employees and related parties accept no liability or responsibility for any loss, 
damage, claim or expense suffered or incurred by any party as a result of reliance on the information provided and opinions expressed 
in this document except as required by law. 

Please also note that past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns. For further information or to request a 
copy of either the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service Product Disclosure Statement or the NZ Funds KiwiSaver Scheme Product 
Disclosure Statement, please contact New Zealand Funds Management Limited, or visit our website at www.nzfunds.co.nz.

NZ Funds is an active investment manager. Accordingly, any securities discussed in this report may or may not be held by the 
Portfolios and Strategies at any given point in time. 
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Our objective is to help New Zealanders grow their capital over the medium to long term at a better rate than term 
deposits. Whether our clients invest through NZ Funds’ KiwiSaver Scheme or NZ Funds’ Managed Portfolio Service, 
their portfolios are made up of a diversified mix of PIE portfolios (which are set out below). Each client’s mix of 
portfolios is specific to their investment objective and changes with their age, risk profile and life circumstances.

1.  Year to date and since inception returns are to 30 November 2016.   2.  Provisional data for November 2016.   3.  Performance is measured since the 
launch of the APS platform (now known as NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service) on 31 October 2008.   4.  The inception date shown is the inception 
date of the current investment strategy.   5.  The since inception information represents a composite strategy, which is used to illustrate the long-term 
performance of the investment approach used in managing the Portfolios. They do not represent the historic returns of the Portfolios, nor are they 
indication of the future returns of the Portfolios. Pre tax returns are stated after Portfolio fees and expenses, but before any advisory fees or investor tax. 
Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns.

Fourth quarter review

Calendar year returns after fees before tax to 30 November 2016 

term deposit index1 ytd 1 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 since 
inception 1

inception 
date

Six-month term deposit 2 3.01% 4.17% 3.90% 3.98% 4.24% 4.65% 27.52% 31 Oct 2010

nz funds kiwisaver scheme ytd 1 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 since 
inception 1

inception 
date

KiwiSaver Income Strategy 5.28% 1.44% 4.52% 2.76% 7.89% 3.64% 28.59% 31 Oct 2010

KiwiSaver Inflation Strategy 0.71% 1.08% 11.57% 5.69% 9.92% 1.12% 33.62% 31 Oct 2010

KiwiSaver Growth Strategy -3.58% 7.13% 11.79% 27.91% 16.42% -9.85% 54.65% 31 Oct 2010

nz funds managed portfolio service ytd 1 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 since 
inception 1

inception 
date

Core Cash Portfolio 2.05% 3.25% 3.19% 2.55% 2.48% 2.53% 31.83% 28 Feb 2008

Core Income Portfolio 4.56% 2.34% 5.44% 3.20% 8.30% 3.91% 50.76% 23 Jul 2008

Global Income Portfolio 3 4.99% 1.03% 4.02% 2.19% 7.20% 3.04% 40.66% 31 Oct 2008

Core Inflation Portfolio 3 -0.77% -0.31% 9.83% 4.04% 8.15% -0.59% 31.09% 31 Oct 2008

Property Inflation Portfolio -1.58% 7.34% 14.21% 2.73% 18.84% -4.27% 49.69% 31 Oct 2008

Equity Inflation Portfolio 3 -1.61% 5.14% 13.30% 7.54% 4.79% -5.43% 40.51% 31 Oct 2008

Core Growth Portfolio -6.42% 5.03% 7.55% 26.06% 13.68% -8.15% 140.55% 5 1 May 2003 5

Global Equity Growth Portfolio -4.41% 8.08% 14.99% 22.74% 15.81% -12.49% 200.93% 5 6 Mar 1996 5

Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio 4 10.51% -16.54% -13.96% -2.02% -3.30% -10.23% -27.24% 7 Nov 2011

Dividend and Growth Portfolio 9.66% 13.00% 15.78% 5.69% 18.50% -9.18% 620.61% 5 2 Dec 1992 5
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year president party sharemarket returns 2 inflation 2

1960 Kennedy Democrat 66% 5%

1964 Johnson Democrat 39% 14%

1968 Nixon Republican 29% 19%

1972 Nixon Republican 6% 37%

1976 Carter Democrat 55% 48%

1980 Reagan Republican 50% 22%

1984 Reagan Republican 92% 14%

1988 Bush Republican 79% 18%

1992 Clinton Democrat 89% 12%

1996 Clinton Democrat 89% 10%

2000 Bush Republican -11% 10%

2004 Bush Republican -8% 10%

2008 Obama Democrat 54% 9%

2012 Obama Democrat 57% 4%

Average 49% 17%

American Presidents and party in power 1

1.  Source: Stocks for the Long Run, Jeremy Siegel 2002, updated by NZ Funds 2000 - 2016, S&P 500.   2.  The return and inflation period reflects the 
four-year electoral term and not necessarily the President in power.

Research-based decision making
Our approach is to purchase a diversified portfolio of assets for each client and hold them for the long term. In order to 
grow our clients’ capital at a faster rate than term deposits over time, we hold a broad range of assets which we expect to 
deliver higher levels of income, or rates of growth, than term deposits. In return for the opportunity to grow their capital, 
clients’ portfolios are expected to fluctuate in value more than if they were invested in term deposits.

In addition to selecting an appropriate portfolio of assets for each client, the NZ Funds’ Research & Management team 
are responsible for monitoring the investments along the way. Our objective is to ensure each manager and security 
selected for clients remains appropriate and performs in line with expectations. Where they do not, we aim to intervene 
and replace them promptly.

In almost all situations long-term investment success comes from staying the course, rather than chopping and changing. 
There are however a handful of occasions over the last 25 years when capital preservation has taken priority over 
'staying the course'. In order to assess whether the United States election might trigger a global flight to safety we spent 
considerable time researching what, if any, impact an individual President might have on the short, medium and  
long-term returns.

The conventional wisdom was that Brexit would not happen, and Hillary Clinton would be the 45th President of the United 
States of America. Conventional wisdom would also have had us believe that when Brexit occurred the United Kingdom 
would slip into an abyss, and following Trump’s election the rest of the world would be sure to follow. Fortunately, our 
research on both geopolitical events and controversial Presidential candidates has so far proved more accurate.

The findings of our research was that in both cases, no matter how controversial the decision might appear at the time, 
asset prices continued to appreciate over the medium to long term at similar rates to what they had done previously.  
Over shorter periods of time, defined as five trading days, it was common to see a short – but sharp – asset price decline. 
We suspect such short-term pullbacks have more to do with uncertainty associated with the change, than with the 
markets seeking to extrapolate a lower long-term rate of growth. As a consequence, in almost all cases, as the uncertainty 
faded asset prices resumed their long-run appreciation.
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event date 5 days 1 month 3 months 1 year 5 years  

United Kingdom enters the EEC May '71 - -1% 5% 26% -1%

Nixon impeachment proceedings Nov '73 -4% -11% -11% -31% -9%

United Kingdom vote to stay in the EEC Jun '75 -5% -8% -6% 4% 55%

New Zealand/Australia CER signed Dec '82 +2% 7% 19% 112% 292%

ANZUS dispute Feb '85 +2% 5% 13% 38% 42%

New Zealand hung parliament Nov '93 -9% 2% 0% 11% -7%

New Zealand's first MMP election Oct '96 4% -5% 10% 3% -15%

Impeachment of Clinton Dec '98 3% 5% 10% 21% -2%

United States credit rating downgrade Aug '11 -7% -2% 5% 19% 102%

Greek referendum on bailout package Jul '15 -1% 1% -6% 4% -

United Kingdom votes to exit the EU Jun '16 -4% 3% - - -

Average 4 -2% 0% 5% 20% 50%

3.  Source: MSCI, Bloomberg. NZX index: 1982 - June 1986 Barclays 40 Capital Index, 1986 - 2000 NZSE Gross Index, 2001 - S&P/ NZX 50 Portfolio 
Index (Gross).   4.  Due to rounding, the average calculation may not equate.

Impact of geopolitical events – return from shares after event 3

What does Trump mean for investment returns?
American consequences

As a consequence of our research there were few if any changes to clients’ portfolios in the lead-up to the election. 
When the election result was announced, financial markets temporarily dipped 4.5%, but then recovered. Over the 
medium term, as Mr Trump’s election rhetoric becomes policy, we do expect some asset classes will perform more 
strongly than others, but this has as much to do with under and over valuation (discussed below) than with politics. 
Within the American economy, three sectors stand to benefit: infrastructure, defence and banking.

i. Infrastructure

The need to increase United States infrastructural spending was one of the few areas where both candidates were in 
agreement. A quick review of the American Society of Civil Engineers’ Report Card for American Infrastructure, provided 
by Sanford C. Bernstein & Co, shows why. America’s aviation, dams, drinking water, energy, hazardous waste, inland 
waterways, roads, schools, transit and wastewater infrastructure all scored a 'D' which is described as 'Poor: At Risk'.

Secretary Clinton and her team estimated an upgrade would require an additional US$275 billion in spending over a  
five-year period. Trump, meanwhile, pledges to 'at least double' what Clinton proposed spending. So we expect big things 
from President Trump’s Highway Act. Spending on infrastructure is highly stimulatory for an economy. Economists 
estimate that for every $1 spent on infrastructure the overall economy grows by around $2. 

In the growth portfolios and strategies we have built up a significant holding in global materials companies through  
NZ Funds' International Metals and Mining Strategy and the appointment of a new specialist resource manager, Impala 
Asset Management. Since the election, these investments have appreciated strongly, a trend we expect will continue. 
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Source: American Society of Civil Engineers: 2013 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure.  1. 1988 scores given by National 
Council on Public Works Improvements.

Unites States infrastructure report

Airports

Drinking water

Roads

Solid waste

Bridges

Unites States infrastructure report 5

5.  Source: American Society of Civil Engineers: 2013 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure.   6.  Scores given by National Council on Public Works 
Improvements in 1988.

ii. Defence

Defence will be another beneficiary of increased government spending. Mr Trump has indicated he would like to see  
an additional 90,000 soldiers; a 350-ship Navy and 100 more Airforce planes as well as a stronger nuclear and missile 
defence system. Forbes puts the incremental cost at between US$500 billion and US$1 trillion. 

Defence spending can be highly stimulatory for an economy with excess employment and manufacturing capacity, as 
occurred when the United States economy was pulled out of the great depression by the advent of the Second World 
War. Traditionally, defence (and space exploration) spending has created innovations which have had a positive impact 
on productivity. 

While NZ Funds’ Responsible Investing Policy restricts ownership of many of the listed companies that stand to 
benefit from the defence spending, we nevertheless expect the boost to the United States' economy will propel global 
shares to new highs.
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United States defense spending percentage of GDP1

Source: Excludes personnel, Department of Defense, Bloomberg data, Stifel estimates & format. 1. Includes durables (aircraft, 
missiles, ships, vehicles, electronics and other), nondurables (fuel, ammo) and services (weapons installation transportation of 
materials, installation support), as well as gross investment in structures, equipment and intellectual property.

1973 1977 1981 1985 1989 1993 1997 2001 2005 2009 2013 2016

Average: +2.5%

United States defense spending percentage of GDP 7

7.  Source: Excludes personnel, Department of Defense, Bloomberg data, Stifel estimates & format. Includes durables (aircraft, missiles, ships, vehicles, 
electronics and other), nondurables (fuel, ammo) and services (weapons installation transportation of materials, installation support), as well as gross 
investment in structures, equipment and intellectual property.   8.  Suvretta Capital Management, 22 November 2016.   9.  Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds 
calculations at 23 November 2016. 

iii. Banking

Finally, as is the case with defence spending, banking regulation tends to be cyclical. In response to the losses incurred 
during the Global Financial Crisis, there has been a swathe of new legislation both here and abroad. Client's New York 
based share manager, Suvretta, estimates that up to 20,000 new regulations have been written in the last eight years.8 

But regulation can be a two edged sword. Too much regulation can increase costs, stifle the type of innovation that 
gives consumers a range of options, and lead to market consolidation which can result in an industry dominated by a 
generic handful of 'too big to fail' (or jail) providers.

In America, the increase in legislation has also been accompanied by an increase in the budget and role of central 
government. Mr Trump advocates reducing the role of government in the private sector – and in particular in the 
finance and banking sector – by repealing excessive regulation and reducing the taxes needed to fund it. A cut in 
corporate tax rates would almost certainly be positive for small and medium size domestically focused United States 
companies, as well as the large American banks. It is also likely to lead to a boost in GDP by up to 1%, benefiting all 
American corporates. 

Unfortunately, not all sectors stand to benefit. Obama’s vision of cost effective healthcare for all is unlikely to survive, 
hurting many healthcare providers’ profits. Global free trade and the environment are likely to be further casualties.

United States banks performance, relative to global shares

Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 23 November 2016. 
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United States banks' performance, relative to global shares 9
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Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 

+2.31%

Global consequences

Financial markets classify periods of transition as a 'regime change'. In the case of the United States there can be no 
doubt the regime has changed and with the new incumbent will come a new set of variables. These variables; interest 
rates, currencies and company profitability, are not just constrained to the United States. They will have implications 
for investment assets around the world. The assets which are most vulnerable to a regime change are usually those 
that have risen the most under the previous regime.

i. Bonds

United States interest rates were cut to emergency levels in 2008 and there they have stayed ever since. President-
elect Trump has criticised the Federal Reserve for holding rates at artificially low levels. Many of Mr Trump’s policies 
require an increase in government spending, known in economics as fiscal stimulus. The United States economy, which 
is already in recovery mode, is unlikely to need both monetary and fiscal stimulus and as a consequence United States 
interest rates are likely to rise. We expect United States 10-year government bonds to rise from a recent low of 1.5% 
to around 3.0% by the end of 2016. This would imply the New Zealand 10-year government bond rate would rise to 
around 4% – a rise of around 1%. 

This will result in short term losses for many long-term government bond holders, and dampen the returns from  
long-term corporate bonds, including those issued by New Zealand companies. Over the last five years, NZ Funds’ 
Income Category has generated an average return of 4.6% p.a. (after fees, before tax), outpacing term deposits.  
Despite the transition to a rising interest rate environment we anticipate income asset returns will continue to  
better term deposits, although month to month the returns are likely to be more volatile.

10.  Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 

United States 10-year government bond yields 10
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ii. Currencies

Rising United States long-term interest rates will inevitably strengthen the United States dollar against its major 
trading partners, the Yen, Euro, and Chinese Renminbi. The case for a falling New Zealand dollar (against the United 
States dollar) is less certain. Our economy continues to perform well and stands to benefit from the ongoing rebound 
in the whole milk price. However, given time, we believe the strength of the United States economy and the lure 
of higher United States interest rates, will see the United States dollar strengthen further against the Kiwi. As a 
consequence, we now hold a growing portion of clients’ global assets in United States dollars. Holding a portion of 
clients’ long-term investments in United States dollars would also have the benefit of helping to mitigate the fallout  
of any further natural disasters in New Zealand.
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Source: DXY Index Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 

United States dollar against major trading partners currencies

+101.16

11.  Source: DXY Index Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 

United States dollar against major trading partners' currencies 11

iii. Property

It is common for property investors to compare the yield on a property with both the short-term and long-term 
interest rate. Listed property companies have therefore been a big beneficiary of falling interest rates. As rates rise in 
most regions around the world we expect property investors will demand higher yields, driving prices lower. 

Despite this we continue to see upside in select property assets. Management’s ability to grow earnings over time, 
thereby offsetting any compression in the capitalisation rates used to value property, will determine whether 
individual property companies’ prices rise or fall. In such an environment it helps to be located in a dynamic high growth 
region like Hong Kong, as two of our clients’ listed mega-caps are: Cheung Kong Properties (US$ 25.7 billion) and Sun 
Hung Kai Properties (US$ 37.5 billion).

Other listed property portfolios may be more geographically challenged but come with a management team skilled 
at adding value to their portfolios by upgrading existing assets, or through strategic divestments, spin-offs or 
acquisitions. Locally the same divergence in management capability exists, as illustrated by the out-performance of 
Stride Property (formerly DNZ) over Argosy Property.
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Stride Property (formerly DNZ) and Argosy Property returns1

Stride: $260 

Argosy: $184 
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Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 28 November 2016.  1. Total return index with gross dividends reinvested in shares.

Stride Property (formerly DNZ) and Argosy Property returns 12

iv. Global shares

Both local and international shares have now recovered from the depressed levels they were trading at following the 
Global Financial Crisis. There are many favourable factors that justify an increase in long-term price-earnings ratios 
of local and international shares from historical levels of around 15x to today’s 25x. But looking forward, given these 
higher levels of valuation, we expect returns on a diversified portfolio of shares will average closer to 5 to 7% p.a. , 
instead of the 9 to 11% p.a. earned over the past five years. 

United States share market cyclically adjusted price to earnings ratio and returns forecasts p.a.

+26.6x
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35.0x
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Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 24 November 2016. 

United States share market cyclically adjusted price to earnings ratio 13

12.  Total return with gross dividends. Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 28 November 2016. David Van Schaardenburg is a Principal of  
NZ Funds and an independent Director of Stride Property Ltd.   13.  Source: Shiller, NZ Funds calculations. 
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v. New Zealand shares

Despite a recent sharp pull-back in New Zealand shares, they remain a compelling asset class for clients with a longer 
timeframe. New Zealand’s share market now contains a diversified range of medium to large sized corporates, many 
of which provide essential services and count the New Zealand Government as a cornerstone investor. And while the 
average New Zealand listed company is now fairly valued on historical measures, the market as a whole continues to 
pay a strong and sustainable dividend yield of 5.8% with imputation credits attached. In an environment where share 
price appreciation is likely to be more sporadic, dividends will become an important driver of long-term returns.
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Australasian Dividend & Growth Portfolio/Strategy: Forecast dividend yield

+6.0%15

Source: NZ Funds estimate of dividend yields including estimated imputation credits at 23 November 2016.  1. NZ Funds Dividend 
Growth Portfolio weighted average yield.

Australasian Dividend & Growth Portfolio/Strategy: Forecast dividend yield 14

14.  Source: NZ Funds estimate of dividend yields including estimated imputation credits at 23 November 2016.   15.  NZ Funds Dividend Growth 
Portfolio weighted average yield.

We have maintained that commodities, and commodity related securities, are an excellent source of diversification 
for clients wishing to grow their capital over the long-term. In practice, clients have watched commodity-orientated 
investments such as NZ Funds’ Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio sink in value as shares have risen. That is set  
to change.

In each of the key asset classes we manage on clients’ behalf, we seek to partner with some of the world’s best 
investment organisations. Our clients’ commodity futures contracts are managed by Tony Hall and his team at 
Astenbeck. Mr Hall is one of the world’s foremost experts on trading oil. On Wall Street he is known as 'Mr Oil'. We 
recently appointed New York based Impala Asset Management to oversee clients’ commodity shares. The individuals 
at Impala have managed resources for over 20 years for two of the world’s most successful investments funds: Julian 
Robertson's Tiger Fund and George Soros’s Quantum Fund. In addition, we have researched commodities with help 
from GMO, Bernstein, Stifel Nicolaus and McKinsey & Company.

We believe many commodities are set to rise in the decades to come due to an unrelenting growth in demand and a 
finite supply of cheap resources. Commodities and commodity orientated companies have looked extremely cheap 
since they slumped in 2015, but they have lacked a catalyst to shine. With the resumption of Chinese infrastructure 
spending in the form of 'One Belt, One Road', a re-incarnation of the Old Silk Road , and Mr Trumps’ ambitious 
programme to re-build America’s infrastructure, we expect the two largest commodity consumers in the world  
to push prices higher for years to come.

vi. Commodities
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Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 
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16.  Source: Bloomberg, NZ Funds calculations at 29 November 2016. 
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Further, as the world begins to grapple with the potential for rising inflation rates, it is worth bearing in mind that 
commodity related shares have not only protected against inflation historically, but they have actually significantly 
enhanced investors’ wealth during periods of rising inflation. So while commodities have proven to be volatile and have 
exhibited a significant drawdown in recent years, over long periods of time we expect clients’ commodity investments 
to not only contribute positively, but to help boost their growth category returns given the more subdued outlook for 
local and international share returns.
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Michael Lang, CFA 
Chief Investment Officer

Summary
To be a successful long-term investor is easy in principle, but difficult to achieve in practice. All you need to do is buy 
and hold a diversified portfolio of assets, without being swayed by what others are doing, the media or your own 
judgement, hopes and fears. To forsake the opportunity for high returns – which often evaporate just as quickly –  
for a more pedestrian long-term average that snowballs over time is extraordinarily difficult. Having the right 
timeframe in mind and appointing a wealth management organisation whose approach is aligned with yours  
is a good start. 

Along the way financial markets (and life) will throw up both positive and negative surprises. Making well informed 
decisions at these crossroads is also important. So please do not hesitate to take advantage of your financial 
adviser’s training and experience, and NZ Funds’ financial planning software that enables you to model and consider 
your options.

Thank you for continuing to entrust us with your savings. From all the team at NZ Funds, and from a number  
of your global managers who have asked us to pass on their best wishes, we wish you all an enjoyable summer  
and holiday season.
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